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New criminal confiscation law will be implemented on July 1,2016, 

prosecutors ready for fighting.  

The confiscation of criminal law is about to start, so the criminal 

proceedings have no way out. 

The new criminal law confiscation systems have enlarged both the 

range of applying for a declaration of forfeiture alone from defendant to 

the third-party, and the range of claim to illegal property as well as illegal 

funds which are transformed from criminal proceedings, hence, the new 

criminal law confiscation systems are also being called the "witty" 

amending of the law. Although only hundred of words involved in this 

amendment, each word can be worth a thousand gold, because it is 

estimated that the amount of illegal assets can be up to hundred billion 

dollars. The new criminal law confiscation systems can also be applicable 

to situations like defendant’s death or fugitive wanted by the law. Other 

ideal candidates which also fall in the range of the new criminal law 

confiscation systems include transforming criminal proceedings into 

re-investment, buying luxury apartments, fancy cars, loose diamond or 

illegal funds transferring to children or registration under third-person. 

Set up the "special unit for recovering the proceeds of crime," dirty 

money will be down to the last dollar. 

The confiscation of criminal law is about to start, the Ministry of 

Justice has asked our sub prosecutorial offices to set up the "special unit 

for recovering the proceeds of crime", fortifying the application of new 

law especially in cases with great attention from society, such as the 

Wang Chuan-Pu case in which many countries have given us a hand in 

confiscating the proceeds of crime, which the total amount is nearly up to 

US $ 900 million dollars and the new criminal law confiscation systems 

will be applied by Special Investigation Unit in the Supreme Prosecutor 

Office and apply for a declaration of forfeiture alone. 

In addition, cases with high social- detrimental nature hated bitterly by 

the mass such as controlled substance cases, illegal fund-raising and 

fraudulent cases as well as food safety- detrimental cases should also be 
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applicable to the new law of estimating illegal proceeds, avoiding any 

kind of illegal profit and curbing the occurrence of crime. 

Establish a " specialized area for seizure and appraisal at current rate ", 

people can buy at a nice bargain online. 

To facilitate the implementation of the new system with illegal seizure of 

assets increasing, the " specialized area for seizure and appraisal at 

current rate website" will be established by the Ministry of Justice global 

information web on July 1,2016 at the same time, offering a platform for 

people to inquire all the items being ready for appraising at current rate. 

Items like Birkin bag, fancy cars or 3C products which interest students 

the most are all among popular list. 

Not only can we compensate the victim preferentially after the hearing of 

the case, but can also cut down the expense if distress are appraised at 

current rate in initial stage of investigation. The system of appraising at 

current rate creates tripartite effectiveness for the country, the victim and 

the defendant. After the enforcement of the new confiscation of criminal 

law on July 1,2016, people can check out the dates and items of 

appraising at current rate by each prosecutor’offices through clicking on 

the Ministry of Justice global information website. We honestly welcome 

the mass to make use of it. 

 


